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Abstract

Spot Ignition of Natural Fuels by Hot Metal Particles
by
James Linwood Urban
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Carlos Fernandez-Pello, Chair
The spot ignition of combustible material by hot metal particles is an important pathway by
which wildland and urban spot fires and smolders are started. Upon impact with a fuel, such as
dry grass, duff, or saw dust, these particles can initiate spot fires by direct flaming or smoldering
which can transition to a flame. These particles can be produced by processes such as welding,
powerline interactions, fragments from bullet impacts, abrasive cutting, and pyrotechnics. There
is little published work that addresses the ignition capabilities of hot metal particles landing on
natural fuels. The work presented here investigates the ignition capabilities of these particles by
breaking the overall spot ignition process into three distinct subprocesses: generation, simultaneous transport and thermo-chemical change of the particle, and ignition of a fuel. This dissertation
will present research on these subprocesses.
The first subprocess, generation, was studied through literature searches and the results are
shown in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1 along with background on spot fires and previous and associated
literature. Then in Chapter 2 a model for the heterogeneous oxidation of iron and steel particles
is presented. In Chapter 3 results are presented on the ability of hot metal particles composed of
four different metals to ignite a cellulose powder fuel. Then in Chapter 4, the ability of aluminum
particles to ignite 6 natural fuels of different compositions and morphologies was investigated.
Then the ability of aluminum and stainless steel particles to ignite a smolder in a grass powder fuel
was investigated through experiments and modelling in Chapter 5.
Spot Fire Ignition; Wildland Fires; Biomass Combustion; Smoldering Ignition; Wildland Urban Interface Fires
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Fires can be started when hot small objects land in (or on) a fuel such as vegetation (e.g. dry
grass, duff, litter, etc.), low density insulation materials, liquid or even gaseous hydrocarbon fuel.
These hot small objects can be hot metal particles produced from hotwork, seized railroads brakes,
transmission lines, and other sources, or from hot charring organic material, embers, also known
as firebrands (for the purposes of this paper no distinction is made between the terms firebrand and
ember) produced from burning material. The process by which these hot metal particles ignite a
solid fuel is called spot ignition. This process is related to ’ember spotting’, a process by which
hot, burning, smoldering, or glowing combustible debris from a fire are lofted by the fires plume
and then fall on and ignite fresh fuel. Ember spotting allows fires to rapidly spread by spot ignitions. There are sources in the literature which have compiled lists of spot fires and fires that have
spread rapidly through ember spotting [5–10], however there are many spot fires which remain
unreferenced.
Based on published data [6, 11], power lines, equipment, and railroads cause approximately
28,000 natural fuel fires annually in the United States. Some of these fires were catastrophic with
extensive damage to land, property, and lives. In particular, fires caused by clashing conductors
have the potential to grow more quickly than other fires because the conductor clashing is typically
caused by high winds which also causes the fire to spread faster [12], thus the conditions where spot
fires form clashing conductors occur are also conducive to fire spread. As an example, the Witch
Creek and Guejito fires burned almost 200,000 acres and destroyed over 1,100 homes during the
2007 California firestorm. According to reports by The California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (CalFire) and NIST, both fires were allegedly ignited by hot metal particles generated by
power lines interactions [13, 14]. Another recent large wildland/urban interface fire is the Bastrop
County Complex fire in Texas; the fire burned over 12,000 hectares in 2011 [8]. The fire allegedly
started when power lines interacted with each other and nearby trees during high winds. The sparks
produced by the powerline interactions fell on and ignited dried vegetation [8]. A more recent spot
fire is the 2012 Taylor Bridge fire in the state of Washington; the fire was reportedly caused by
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spot ignitions from rebar cutting and welding sparks from construction of an underpass fell on and
ignited dry vegetation [15]. The fire eventually consumed in excess of 23,000 acres and destroyed
approximately 60 homes and in excess of 200 outbuildings [15]. Spot fires have also occurred
in other countries. In New Zealand 275 fires were ignited by embers, sparks, or flying brands
between 2005 and 2010 [7]. In Australia, some of the wild fires of the Black Saturday event of
February 2009 were also allegedly generated by sparks and propagated extremely fast by ember
spotting [16]. Particles and sparks produced by welding, grinding and various forms of hot work
have also been involved in several other notable incidents, and the established literature discusses
many potential hot particle sources [1, 2, 5, 9, 17–21].

Figure 1.1: Spot Ignition Sub-processes: particle generation, coupled transport and heating/cooling, and possible ignition upon contact with a fuel

1.2

Spot Fire Ignition Processes

The spot fire ignition problem can be separated into several individual processes which are shown
in Figure 1.1. The first section depicts methods by which hot metal particles and ember can be produced. It should be noted that there are of course other sources of hot metal particles such as bullet
fragments after impact [19] and pyrotechnic debris [21] to name a few. The second section shows
the processes which can occur as the particle falls. The third section shows the potential for flaming
and smoldering ignition to occur. Then if ignition occurred, the subsequent flame/smolder spread
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processes (independent of the particle) and the possible transition from smoldering to flaming can
occur. Determining the precise moment when ’ignition’ occurs - especially in a spot ignition situation can be difficult. For the purposes of the research presented here we will consider ’spot
ignition’ to be when the combustion reaction front is independent of the ignition source. In the
followings sections of this chapter will provide an overview of the mechanisms by which hot particles are generated (Sec. 1.3), transported (Sec. 1.4), heated or cooled by thermo-chemical changes
(Sec. 1.5), and finally the ability of these particles to ignite a fuel (Sec. 1.6). And in later chapters
I will discuss the coupled transport and thermo-chemical change (Chapter 2 and subsequent spot
ignition (Chapters 3,4, & 5 ).

1.3

Generation of hot metal particles and embers

The generation of hot metal particles typically requires a source of energy and enough impulse
to expel the hot particles from the source. There are many combinations of heat sources and
ejection processes as there are particle generation processes. Some common generation processes
are described below.

Arc Welding
Arc welding can be largely broken down into three main methods which are commonly used. Gas
Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) also known as Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding, Shielded Metal Arc
Welding (SMAW) also known as ’stick’ welding, and finally Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding.
In both GMAW and SMAW, the electrode is consumed while in TIG welding it is not. Both
GMAW and TIG use an inert gas (e.g. carbon dioxide or argon) to displace oxygen. SMAW
uses a material commonly called ’flux’ which will vaporize during arcing, displacing oxygen. The
partially degraded flux can condense on the weld as ’slag’.
The process of arc welding requires locally heating and melting a metal. If overheating of the
molten metal occurs it can cause local vaporizations of the metal, ejecting particles outward. Also,
SMAW can cause a large welding bead to form on the tip of the stick. If the stick is discarded by
the welder before the bead has cooled, a human could server as the ”ejection process”. For welding
spatter, temperatures near the arcing have been measured from 1850 ◦ C and particle sizes ranging
from 0.1 mm [22] [22] to 3mm [23] and in rare cases (< 0.1%) particles as large as 6-7 mm in
diameter [23]. A recent study found that the number of particles produced by SMAW increased
with increased current and the size of the spatter particles increased with decreased voltage [24].
One study [25] found that Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) could produce single droplets
of molten steel with sizes up to 3.75 mm in diameter. The particle diameter appeared to have a
negative correlation with wire feed rate. This research also showed that larger wires (1.2 mm vs.
0.9 mm) tended to produce larger particle diameters [25]. In the same study, measurements of
the velocity of the welding droplets was performed. The experiments showed that increasing the
electrical current, I, would increase the velocity of the particles [25]. The authors then performed
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a simple energy balance equation, Eqn. 1.1, between the droplet speed and the work done by the
electromagnetic force.
π 3 2 I 2 µ0
ρd v =
dp Ψ
(1.1)
6 p p
4π
where vp is the ejection speed of the particle,
I is the current, dp is the size of the particle, µ0
R
ds
is the permeability of free space, and Ψ = f (s) dp is a non-dimensionalized shape factor assume
to be near unity. From this force balance they derived an equation of the form (vp = c · I/dp )
but were unable to fit their data do the calculated constant, c due to an error in the derivation, so
instead they presented only an empirical fit. After correcting the algebra error I attained Eqn. 1.2
which produces a constant that matches the experimental data.
v
u

I 1u
t 3µ0 Ψ
vp =
dp π
ρp

(1.2)

Figure 1.2: Ejection Speed of Welding Droplets from GMAW using Eqn. 1.2

The results of this equation are shown as a contour plot in Fig. 1.2. We see that for the
particle sizes shown the speed is on the order of 1 m/s, and agrees with the experimental velocity
measurements obtained by [25].
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Bullets and Ammunition
Hot metal particles can be created by impacts of bullets with rocks. A study by the US Forest
Service found showed that the deformation that occurs when a bullet hits a hard object can cause
heating and ignite a fuel [19]. There have also been reports of tracer rounds (special bullets that
are designed to oxidize with the surrounding air and subsequently glow due to their heat so they
are visible to the shooter) [26].

Conductor Clashing
In the case of hot aluminum particles created by arcing power-lines, the electrical contact between
the two conductors causes high electrical currents to flow through the point of contact which heats
the wire locally. If the heating is strong enough it can locally vaporize the metal and eject the metal
with the force from the expanding metal vapor [27]. If the heating is not as strong, the metal could
be ejected due to the wind and/or motion of the wires from the arc or the high winds.

Figure 1.3: Size distribution of aluminum particles created by discharge with a fuse of 100 A from
[1]

There has not been any reported measurements of aluminum particle temperatures, but there
have been measurements of the particle size distribution by researchers [1] shown in Fig 1.3. We
can see that the particle sizes are typically below 1mm with some particles being larger than 1 and
even 2 mm.
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Embers and Firebrands
Manzello et al. did several experiments characterizing the firebrands produced by single trees
burning and measured the size and mass distribution of these embers [28–30]. Then Manzello and
others at NIST developed a device named the ”Dragon” to create and eject embers [31] with the
size and mass distribution of the embers comparable to those produced from the single tree burn
experiments [28–30]. In addition to providing a way to create firebrands quickly in an experimental
setting, the Dragon also allowed for testing of fire brand sprays instead of small batches of firebrand
ignition experiments [29, 32–34]. Later the Dragon was augmented with the ”Dragon’s LAIR
(Lofting And Ignition Research)” which allowed for the firebrands to be lofted and pushed by
a simulated crosswind [35]. While the Dragon devices are not the natural way firebrands are
produced, they have become the standard method for making an ember shower in a laboratory
setting.
If drag forces from the airflow around a piece of burning material is strong enough break it off
from the test of material embers [36]. This is made easier because the thermal degradation from
fire exposure weakens the strength of the material making breakage easier. Tohidi used a simple
breakage model in a Monte Carlo simulation [36] to explain the size and mass distribution of
embers measured in experiments by Manzello [28–30]. Embers can also be caused by interactions
of vegetation with powerlines [37], where ohmic heating causes the tree to heat and smolder or
flame [37].

1.4

Transport of hot particles and embers

After a hot particle or ember is generated and ejected it will experience the force of gravity, drag
forces from the relative motion of the gas (ambient air or hot smoke plume from a fire) around
it. At the same time, the particle will be exchanging heat with the environment by radiation and
convection heat transfer and if the conditions are right, chemical reactions may heat the particle
simultaneously which is discussed in the next section.

Forces During Particle/Ember Transport
As a particle or ember falls it will experience aerodynamic drag forces and gravity. The drag
force will be aligned with the direction of the relative motion of the gas around the particle. Thus
depending on the situation the wind can either slow the particle or accelerate it. A diagram showing
the basic equations of motion and free body diagram is shown in Fig. 1.4.

Sparks from power-lines
Power and data transmission lines are commonly made of aluminum, copper and in some cases
steel for structural support. The material of the particles greatly effects the thermo-chemical processes the particle undergoes and in some cases heavily influence the trajectory of the particle. A
paper by Tse and Fernandez-Pello showed that aluminum sparks could burn in the gas phase as
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Figure 1.4: Forces that effect particle motion

they fell [38]. This in turn would cause the particle to shrink as it fell, increasing its surface to
volume ratio and thus if backed by a strong wind, the spark could travel substantially farther. This
study also showed that if the fall was long enough the spark could be consumed to the point that it
would be too small to pose any significant ignition hazard. Tse and Pello also considered copper
particles from conductor arcing and simulated them as they fell [38].

Hot work (welding, abrasive cutting, and flame cutting)
The work by Mikkelsen [2], examined the temperatures, sizes, and travel distances of particles
produced by various hot work operations by measuring tool and workpiece temperatures and using
burn paper to see the size and landing locations of particles. The final landing distances (maximum
and average) are displayed in Table 1.1. Examining the results for GTAW and SMAW we can see
that on average the metal particles do not travel that far, however some particles are able to travel
significant distances (up to 7.5 m) without the aid of a cross wind and minimal dropping distance
and thus travel time. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has published guidelines
for the use of welding and other hot work equipment[5].
In particular the NFPA recommends roughly 11 meters (35 feet) between the hotwork and
potential fuels [5]. This separation distance is validated by the results of Mikkelsen [2]. However
the safe separation distance would need to be greater in situations where the welding spatter would
fall a longer fall distance and/or significant wind. However as seen in Mikkelsen’s results, the
average distance traveled is quite low. It is possible that welders might ignore the 35 foot distance if
they see that the average particles only travel 1m and do not anticipate the errant particle that travels
to the maximum distance. Mikkelsen also recorded long exposure photographs of the trajectories
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Figure 1.5: Particles ejected by Gas metal arc welding (long camera exposure) from [2]

of the welding particles were taken. One such photograph showing the ejection of these particles
is shown in Fig. 1.5. We see that the particles travel up to 2 m away without the wind.
For hot metal particles, gas phase combustion is possible if the Glassman criteria is satisfied
[39], such is the case with burning aluminum particles. The flame will boil the outer surface of the
molten particle and deplete the aluminum [38]. Alternatively surface oxidation of the bare metal
can heat the metal particles and increase their temperature. The oxide layer formed by oxidation
can prevent the reaction of the metal with oxygen in the air in that case the hot particles will then
simply cool as they fall.
There are several studies on in the transportation and thermo-chemical processes that occur
during the flight of hot metal particles. Several have examined the flight of metal particles from
aluminum power-lines [27, 38, 40] and inert particles falling from copper power-lines [38]. There
have also been studies on embers falling through ambient air [38] as well as embers in a fire’s
plume[41]. Recently a paper on inert debris from pyrotechnics was modeled by [21]. Chapter 2
will present work by the author on the ways in which oxidation reactions heat metal particles as
they fall.
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Table 1.1: Landing locations of particles generated from hotwork from [2]
Process
GTAW - SMAW
GTAW - SMAW
SMAW
SMAW
GMAW
GMAW
Arc Gouging
Arc Gouging
Arc Gouging
Arc Gouging
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Plasma Cutting
Oxyacetylene Cutting
Chop Saw Guard In
Chop Saw Guard Out
Chop Saw No Guard
Cut Off Wheel

1.5

Case
Nominal 1
Nominal 2
Worst 1
Worst 2
Nominal
Worst
Nominal 1
Worst 1
Worst 2
Worst 3
Nominal 1
Worst 1
Nominal 2
Worst 2
Nominal 3
Worst 3
Nominal 4
Worst 4
Nominal
Nominal
Worst 1
Worst 2
Nominal

DM AX [m]
3
6.5
4.8
7.5
3.3
4
9.4
9.9
8.3
8
6.8
7.3
7.9
6.4
5.7
4.6
8.4
5.8
4.7
7.9
7.1
8.8
5.6

D[m]
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.1
1.1
1.8
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.9
1.9
1.6
1.1
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.1
2.6
4.1
2.1

Thermo-chemical change of Hot Particles and Embers
During Transport

As hot metal particles are transported 1.4, they can undergo thermo-chemical changes which can
change many aspects of the particle. As such the transport and thermo-chemical change processes
often cannot truly be decoupled as they are happening simultaneously. However, in some cases it
might possible to ignore or simplify some of the processes. To characterize this we can consider
a given particle or ember traveling with a heat transfer time, tHT , which is the characteristic time
for the particle to come arbitrarily near to thermal equilibrium with the surroundings (through
convection and radiation) as it falls. Then we can consider the mass transfer time tM T of the
particle which is the time it takes for any phase change or chemical reactions to come arbitrarily
near to completion. If we non-dimenionsalize these times by the motion time of the particle,
tmotion , we get an indication of how far these processes would progress before the particle lands.
The different regions are shown in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of hot particle transport and thermo-chemical change regimes based on
timescales (log-log scale)

The labeled regions of the graph are colored according to the net heating or cooling that the
particle is likely to experience (and not necessarily the final temperature or danger posed by the
hot particle). This figure is useful for showing change in the ignition hazard posed by the particle
after it is generated, but it is not a quantitative measure of ultimate ignition hazard. This graph is
instead intended to examine how the combined heat transfer and mass transfer processes change
the relative ignition danger which can be a little counter-intuitive to some. One is example of this is
that shortening the time required for the particle to react does not necessarily increase the ignition
hazard. If we examine the region labeled ”Substantial Reaction then Cooling” we see that because
the reaction will happen so quickly the particle will also have time to cool as it falls so it may pose
less of an ignition hazard despite possible experiencing substantial heating during its trajectory.

Gas Phase Combustion of Metals
The ability for a metal to burn in the vapor phase is dictated by the Glassman criterion, which
states that the volatilization/dissociation temperature of the oxide must be higher than the boiling
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point of the metal for vapor phase metal combustion to occur [39] and of course the metal exposed
to the oxidizer be raised to its boiling point.
If a flame is ignited it will envelope the droplet or if the Reynolds number is too high, Re > 138,
the flame will anchor in the wake region behind the particle [38]. For an enveloped flame, the
droplet will then evaporate at its surface depleting the metal according to the d-squared law shown
in Eqn. 1.3.
d2 (t) − d2o = K(t − to )
(1.3)
where K is the burning rate given by Eqn. 1.4 from [42].
K = K 0 (1 + 0.276Re1/2 P r1/3 )

(1.4)

During this process the temperature of molten metal will be the boiling point of the metal.

Surface Oxidation of Iron and Steel
If the conditions are right, metal particles can experience surface oxidation reactions. As the oxide
layer forms it will make it increasingly difficult for oxygen to reach the unreacted metal, and thus
diffusion of oxygen across the oxide becomes important. However when some metals oxidize
the oxide layer will crack because the newly formed oxide has a lower volume per molecule of
metal. There is a parameter which characterizes this behavior, the Pilling-Bedworth Ratio, z. If
z < 1, then cracks will form and if z > 1 then a protective layer is formed. Eqn. 1.5 gives the
Pilling-Bedworth Ratio.
z=

ρM e MM eOγ
ρM eOγ MM e

(1.5)

When the cracking forms the oxidation is more chaotic and not as well characterized while
when the protective oxide is formed the oxidation process is better characterized. However before
diffusion across the oxide layer is important the oxidation process is first governed by the convective transport of oxygen to the surface of the metal and is discussed later Chapter 2. Some prior
studies [43, 44] have ignored this effect and as such their models predict unphysical heating of the
metal sparks.
Another criteria for metal oxidation to occur is for the metal be at a sufficiently high temperature. Below 700◦ C, oxidation is chaotic and minimal. As such, low temperature sparks such as
those considered in [45] exhibit minimal oxidation and pose little threat.

Combustion of Embers and Firebrands
Firebrands and embers can burn with a flame or through glowing combustion as they fall. The gas
phase combustion processes have been modeled by Tse [38] and Anthenien [41] and others. As
the reaction progresses the ember will typically char until it is only char at which point flaming
combustion will not be sustained it will revert to glowing or cooling. The gas phase combustion
can be hindered if the ember is in the plume from a fire where oxygen concentrations are low [41].
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1.6

Ignition of fuels of hot metal particles and embers

The ignition of a fuel bed by a hot metal particle is very complex. Once the hot particle lands
on the fuel bed its energy is transferred to the fuel and ambient surroundings. If the particle has
enough energy the fuel near the particle is heated and may pyrolyze. This process in turn cools
down the particle. The pyrolyzate mixes with the air and a flammable gaseous mixture may be
generated near the particle. If the particle is still hot enough it can act as a pilot and ignite the
gaseous mixture. If it is not hot enough to act as a pilot the particle can still provide enough
energy to initiate the ignition of the gas by an auto-ignition process. Alternatively, the hot metal
particle can initiate a self-sustained smolder in the fuel bed that may eventually transition into a
flame. This complex ignition process depends on several factors, including the size and state of the
metal particle (temperature, molten, or oxidizing), the characteristics of the fuel bed on which it
lands (temperature, chemical composition, geometry, density, or moisture content), the dynamics
of the particle landing (fully or partially embedded on the fuel bed, bouncing, or splashing) and
environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, or wind velocity). Obviously, the study of such
a complex phenomenon must be parameterized.
There are a growing number of studies published on the ignition of fuels by hot metal particles
[3, 46–57].

Ignition of Natural and other Ligno-cellulosic Fuels by Hot Metal Particles
Tanaka, [48], studied the ignition of sawdust by welding spatter at various fuel moisture contents.
Then Stokes [47] studied the ability of metal particles produced by arcing wires to ignite various
fuels. Later Rowntree and Stokes conducted a study controlling both size and temperature and
examined the ability of hot aluminum particles to ignite barley grass [3]. Hadden et al. [46],
conducted work studying the potential of stainless steel particles to smolder or flaming ignite powdered cellulose beds. Other researchers have also studied various other aspects of this problem.
[51] studied ignition of powdered cellulose by contact with stainless steel and brass particles while
also varying the moisture content of the cellulose fuel beds. Then Zak et al. developed a statistical
treatment of similar data with steel particles falling onto cellulose fuel beds [52].
Urban et al. studied the effect of different metal particle types (aluminum, brass, copper, and
steel) igniting powdered cellulose fuel bed with a flame [49] which Zak modelled with a simplified
1-D ignition model [54]. This model was compared to experiments presented in Chapter 3. Then
Urban et al. did a study [57] examining at the ability of hot aluminum particles and droplets to
ignite α-cellulose (as a powder and paper strips), pine needles (as needles and as a powder), and a
grass blend (as blades of grass and as a powder) and discussed further in Chapter 4. Urban et al.
also examined the process by which steel and aluminum particles ignite a smolder in a grass blend
powder [50] and used a simple ignition model to show that for smoldering ignition the particle can
act as a heat sink, hindering the smoldering front. Recently Wang et al [55] studied the ignition
(smoldering and flaming) of pine needles of various moisture contents by hot large stainless steel
particles and smoldering to flaming transition.
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Ignition of Plastic Polymers by hot Metal Particles
There have been several studies on investigating the ability of hot metal particles to ignite plastics
on fire. Investigators have simulated the ignition of Polyurethane foam by a hot metal particle
by characterizing the material scale with Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis and Differential Thermal
Calorimetry [58]. They later investigated ignition of low-density polystyrene foam through ignition experiments with hot metal particles. In their work they characterize this ignition process
thoroughly and noted that the metal particle could tunnel through the foam significantly due to
the high particle temperature melting the foam[59]. They also studied the ignition of an expanded
polystyrene foam through experiments and numerical modeling [60]

Ignitions of Energetic Materials (Solid Propellants and Explosives)
Before the studies on the ignition of wildland fuels by hot metal particles, there was substantial
research on the ability of hot metal particles to ignite energetic materials such as the propellant of
solid rocket motors or stored explosives. A major motivation was to understand how to prevent a
method of ”sympathetic detonation” where debris from an explosion ignites the solid propellant
[61] of a solid fuel rocket motor.

Ignition by Embers and Firebrands Single embers and showers
Upon impingement with the ground, firebrands can be either burning with a flame, undergoing
glowing combustion and/or smoldering, or they may be minimally reacting and just cooling.
Manzello studied the ability of single firebrands in either a glowing and flaming state to ignite
pine straw, hardwood mulch, and cut grass beds and found that it was possible but unlikely for
glowing firebrands to ignite these fuels even when they were very dry [33]. However flaming firebrands were capable of igniting the finer fuels, but when the fuel had a FMC of 11%, ignition was
not observed for the hardwood mulch and observed half of the time for the cut grass [33]. Another
study specifically on the effect of fuel moisture content on the ignition time of pine needles exposed to an ember, the results show that the ignition time has a linear relationship with the square
of the fuel moisture content [62]. There has also been numerical modeling of the ignition of alpha
cellulose by an ember using FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator)[63] and Gpyro[64, 65], a solid fuel
pyrolysis solver[66]. Manzello et al. also studied the ability of firebrands to ignite parts of home
such as ceramic roofing assemblies [67]
Another aspect effecting the ignition of fuels by embers is the fact that when significant amounts
of embers in an ember storm accumulate, they will increase the ignition capability because the
”pile” of embers will act like a much larger one [56]. Manzello has examined how embers produced form the ”Dragon” ember generator can ignite mulch in ”re-entrant corners” like those found
in homes which can then ignite the siding [68]. Manzello et al. also studied siding treatment and
components to ember showers and investigated the vulnerabilities of the different components.
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1.7

Goals of Present Work

The work presented in this thesis was undertaken with the goal of determining the process by
which hot objects ignite natural fuels and to examine how some of these hot objects become hot.
Chapter 2 will investigate the mechanism by which iron particles can oxidize, allowing them to
self-heat and stay at higher temperatures longer. Then Chapter 3 will discuss experiments on the
ignition of cellulose fuels by hot metal particles (steel, copper, aluminum and brass). Chapter 4
investigates the ability for aluminum particles to ignite different natural fuels (dry grass, pine litter
and cellulose) in powder and larger pieces (blades of grass, pine needles, and paper strips). Then
Chapter 5 investigates the ability of aluminum particles to ignite a smolder in a fuel bed made by
grinding dry grass into a powder. These results combined with data on the information about hot
particle generation in Section 1.3 provide information on the three subprocesses of the spot fire
ignition process and provide a framework for simulating specific spot fire ignition scenarios (particles produced from other processes, different fuel and particle types, different particle reaction
behavior as the particles fall).
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Chapter 2
Oxidative Heating of Hot Metal Particles
and Sparks
The coupled heat and mass transport occurring when a hot metal particle (spark) undergoes an oxidation surface reaction were numerically simulated under conditions consistent with those which
could reproduced by welding, grinding, metal cutting and other hot work processes which produce
these metal sparks. It was shown that for iron sparks, the initial stage of oxidation is primarily
limited by the transport of oxygen to the sparks surface through the ambient air and then after the
accumulation of a significant oxide layer, the oxidation becomes limited by the diffusion of oxygen
across the oxide layer.

2.1

Introduction

Hot metal particles/sparks can ignite fires when they come into thermal contact with a solid fuel.
These sparks initially become hot during metal cutting, grinding, welding, other hot-work processes or seized train brakes. This work will show that under certain conditions, these sparks
will experience exothermic surface oxidation reactions which can increase the temperature of the
sparks and offset heat losses to the environment, enhancing their potential to start a fire. For this
to happen oxygen must be transported from the surrounding gas to the reaction front in the spark.
This process involves the transport of oxygen through the boundary layer and then trough the oxide
layer of the particle. Previous models of the spark oxidation have neglected the limiting effect of
gas phase oxygen transport to the sparks surface. The added restriction of the gas phase oxygen
transport allows the spark to ration the unreacted metals stored chemical energy. Thus, these sparks
land at higher temperatures increasing the danger they pose. Although much of the discussion in
this chapter will be independent of the actual metal of the spark, however Iron will be used as
an ubiquitous example because of its presence as one of the most common usage in the hot work
processes which create these sparks.
The mechanism by which metal sparks oxidize causing them to self-heat is complex and involves oxygen transport in the ambient gas to the sparks surface and oxygen transport across the
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oxide layer [69, 70] and a solid phase chemical reaction. There are also constraints on the conditions over what temperature oxidation will occur. At temperatures below 570◦ C, substantial
oxidation does not occur in part because the simplest oxide of iron, FeO, is not thermodynamically stable and oxidation experiments conducted below 570◦ C displayed inconsistent oxidation
behavior, presumed to be caused by the sample preparation [70], instead smaller oxide layers of
another iron oxide (F e3 O4 ) will form. Similarly, oxidation at temperatures between 570-700◦ C
is minimal and experimental studies have found that the oxidation was heavily dependent on the
sample preparation [70].
For temperatures above 700◦ C, the surface oxidation process is well characterized up to 1250◦ C
and it has been shown that 95% of the oxide layer formed is FeO [70]. The combustion of iron
in atmospheric air has been shown to occur as a solid phase oxidation reaction [71] while at high
temperatures and pressure in elevated concentrations of oxygen gas phase combustion has been
observed to occur in the gas phase [72]. The ability for a metal to burn in the vapor phase is controlled by the Glassman criterion, which states that the volatilization/dissociation temperature of
the oxide must be higher than the boiling point of the metal [39] and of course the metal exposed
to the oxidizer be raised to its boiling point. This work only simulates scenarios where the temperature of the metal is below its boiling point and the volatilization/dissociation temperature of its
primary oxide and thus vapor phase metal combustion does not occur.
There is a common misconception that oxidation of small metal sparks (0.5 - 2 mm) is solely
limited by oxygen diffusion across the oxide layer. As a result, much of the current literature
of the oxidation of metal sparks ignores the limiting effect of gas phase oxygen supply to the
sparks surface [43, 44]. This misconception is likely due to researchers applying oxidation models
commonly used in metallurgy studies to the oxidation of metal sparks. The metallurgy studies
typically examine longer term oxidation behavior of much larger samples where the gas phase
oxygen delivery is not as important at the timescales they are considering. In these studies, the
oxidation of the metal sample takes place over timescales of the order of 1000s [69] while in this
study the oxidation of the sparks takes place over timescales of the order 1s. Furthermore, the
sample sizes in the metallurgical studies are large enough such that the oxide layer is relatively
thin compared to the sample while for the oxidizing sparks, most of the spark can be oxidized.
There are however, a few studies in the metallurgy literature that examine the effect of gas phase
oxygen transport on the rate at which metals oxidize [69, 73, 74] Spark oxidation and burning
models like the present work and others [38] can be used in conjunction with studies such as those
by the author [49, 50, 50–53, 56] which investigate the ability of these hot metal particles to ignite
natural fuels with both a flame and or a smolder to enable assessment of the danger of various
particle sources.

2.2

Model Description

In this study we have made several assumptions about the oxidation process of an initially pure
metal suddenly exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere. The first assumption is that thermal transport
inside the particle is infinitely fast.
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Assumptions:
• Thermal transport inside the metal spark or hot particle is instantaneous
• Oxidation reactions are instantaneous
• The oxide layers of the various iron oxides can be considered to be one net oxide layer which
has isotropic material properties
• Absorption of the oxygen at the surface of the particle is instantaneous and all oxygen can
adhere to the surface
• The oxide layer does not have voids or porous gaps
• The oxidation process is 1-dimensional (radial in spherical coordinates).

Oxidation Model
Chemistry
When iron undergoes oxidation reactions the products are a combination of its three oxides: F eO,
F e3 O4 , and F e2 O3 . The relevant chemical and material properties of the iron and its three oxides
are given below in the table. In most cases only an outer surface of the iron is directly exposed to
the oxidizing environment, in this case, air. For Wustite, F eO, the only oxide considered for this
study, the relevant global chemical reaction is
1
F e(s/l) + O2(g) → F eO(s/l) + Qox
2

(2.1)

Build up of Oxide layers on spark surface
The oxides form in layers on the outer surface of the metal and then progresses inward. The oxide
layer is divided into three distinct oxide layers, one for each oxide. The outermost layer exposed
to the oxidizing environment is typically hematite F e2 O3 , followed by magnetite F e3 O4 , then
wustite, F eO. In manufacturing and metallurgical literature, the process of this multi oxide layer
forming is referred to as scaling and the composite layer is called ’scale’. Typically the relative
scale size of the different scales are 1%, 4%, and 95% [75]. For the present study we have chosen
to simply the analysis by assuming that the oxide layers is only composed of Wustite, F eO. We
feel that this is reasonable as the wustite is 95% of the scale thickness according to [75]. As the
oxide layer forms around on the outside surface of the spark the sparks mass increases from the
addition of the oxygen. Simultaneously the overall size of the particle increases because the oxide
layer is less dense than the pure metal.
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Mass and Volume Change
Certain metals can form an oxide layer on their surface which will slow the transfer of oxygen.
Their ability to do so requires two criteria: the heat released during the reaction does not heat the
oxide or the metal to its boiling point and the Pilling-Bedworth Ratio, z, must be greater than unity.
Eqn. 1.5 gives the Pilling-Bedworth Ratio which is the relative change in volume when you react
one mole of mole of unreacted metal completely [76].
z=

ρM e MM eOγ
ρM eOγ ρM e

(2.2)

For simplicity, z and the densities of the oxide and metal were assumed to be constant and
independent of temperature. When z < 1, the oxide has a lower molar specific volume based on
the number of the number of metal atoms and as metal atoms are oxidized the resulting oxide will
contract and crack. This will in turn expose bare metal below making the oxidation faster and
chaotic, thus more difficult to characterize. If z ≥ 1, then the resulting oxide layer will not crack
due to this contraction and thus will form a protective layer around the unreacted metal. Thus, in
this study we will only examine the sparking ability of metals where z ≥ 1.
The oxide layer formed on the surface of the metal will grow as the oxidation progresses.
Because z ≥ 1 the spark will swell and the overall size and mass of the spark will increase. To
account for the increase in size as the spark reacts we can parameterize the change in volume and
mass by the fraction of the original metal oxidized on a per mass or volume basis, X, in the same
manner done in a prior study of the oxide layer growth in small nickel spheres [77]. The overall
diameter of the particle, dp , and of the unreacted metal core, dM e can be written as a function of the
initial diameter of the unreacted spark, dp,o and X as shown in Eqns. 2.3 and 2.4. The movement
of the oxidation front and the swelling of the spark are shown in Fig. 2.1.
q

dp (X) = dp,o 3 z + (1 − X)(1 − z)
q

dM e (X) = dp,o 3 (1 − X)

(2.3)
(2.4)

Oxygen Transport across the oxide layer
One process that limits the oxidation reactions progress is the ability of metal and oxygen ions to
diffuse through the oxide layer. For the oxidation of Iron by oxygen this oxidation process has
been well studied [70, 78–80] and is often referred to as the parabolic rate law, because for a flat
slab oxidizing at constant temperature the square of the weight gain or increase in oxide layer
thickness from the reaction is equal to the product of parabolic rate constant, K(T ), and the time
elapsed since the metal was exposed to the oxygen. For spherical particles the weight gain of the
particle does not have the same relationship with the parabolic rate constant and the elapsed time
because there are curvature effects and instead a slightly different approach must be used [77, 81],
which we will use here. We start with the equation equating the rate of metal oxidation to the rate
at which the oxide shell grows.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the oxidation process inside the hot metal particle

d(mM e )
8πK(Tp )dM e dp
=
dt
dp − dM e

(2.5)

Where K(Tp ) is the parabolic rate constant which is given by Eqn. 2.6. The parabolic rate law
accounts for the net rate of oxidation based on the diffusion of oxygen and metal ions towards each
other.
−Ea
K(Tp ) = Ko exp
Ru Tp

!

(2.6)

In the case of Iron oxidation with air the activation energy, Ea , is 169452 J/mol − K, which is
roughly the activation energy for Iron ion diffusion in FeO [70]. The value for the constant, Ko is
6.1 · 10−4 m2 /s. In addition to the explicit dependence on temperature the parabolic rate constant
can also change with oxygen partial pressure [70].
The rate of metal consumption (Eqn. 2.5) can be directly related to the rate of oxygen consumption using the reaction (Eqn. 2.1). This results in Eqn. 2.7 which will be useful later.
d(mO,dif f )
γMO d(mM e )
=
(2.7)
dt
MM eO dt
The consumption of oxygen according to this equation can be compared to the oxygen being
delivered to the surface of the spark in the gas phase to determine which of the two processes is
the one that will limit the oxidation.
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Oxygen Transport in the surrounding air
Initially before a thick enough oxide layer forms, the reaction is dominated by the delivery of
oxygen from the gas. For a spherical particle moving in a cross flow We can calculate the rate of
oxygen delivery using a Sherwood number, Sh, correlation which relates the mass transfer to the
surface of the particle to the diffusion of oxygen in the gas phase.
Sh =

hM T dp (X)
ρg DO2 /Air

(2.8)

Where
Sh = 2 + 0.6 Re1/2 Sc1/3

(2.9)

As given by [82] We know that hM T = ṁ”O2 /YO2 , which we can directly relate to the rate of
metal oxidation to get Eqn. 2.10.
"

dmO,conv
= πd2p hM T (YO2 ρAir ) − (YO2 ρAir )
dt
∞
surf

#

(2.10)

However if the oxidation process at the surface is very quick then the concentration of oxygen
near the particle surface will be very small, causing Eqn. 2.10 to reduce to Eqn. 2.11
dmO,conv
= πdp (ShDO2 /Air ) (YO2 ρAir )
dt
bl
∞

(2.11)

Limiting Reactant for Oxidation
The amount of oxidation that will actually take place then will be the minimum of that predicted
by Eqns. 2.7 and 2.11. We can then calculate the amount of metal consumed by the oxidation
reaction and then express that relation in terms of, X.
dX
dmO,conv dmO,dif f
γMO
π 3
dp,o ρM e
=
min
,
6
dt
MM eO
dt
dt

!

(2.12)

To elucidate the controlling physics of the coupled heat and mass transfer processes governing
the oxidation of the sparks, we will non-dimensionalize the equations.
dX
6(ρAir YO2 )|∞ DO2 |bl Sh
dmO,conv dmO,dif f
min
=
,
2
dt
ρM e dp,o
dt
dt

!

(2.13)

where ξ = dp (X)/dp,o , the non dimensional time can be defined as t̂ = t/τHT where τHT will
be defined in the next section.
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Oxidative Heating
The subsequent heating or cooling of the spark is dictated by sum of the heat generated by the
oxidation process and the losses of heat by radiation and convective losses as shown in Eqn. 2.14
−πd2p
mp,o Qox dX
dTp
4
=
(σ(Tp4 − T∞
) + hconv (Tp − T∞ )) +
dt
mp Cp
mp Cp dt

(2.14)

where hconv is given by the equations
Nu =

hconv dp
kair

N u = 2 + 0.6 Re1/2 P r1/3

(2.15)
(2.16)

and σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant and  is the emissivity and was set a a values of 0.8.
The densities for F e and F eO were assumed to be constant with respect to temperature and the
specific heat capacities were calculated using Shomate polynomials from the NIST chemistry webbook [83] for both the metal and the oxide. The heat of reaction of the oxidation process, Qo x was
expressed in terms of energy released per unit mass of reacted F e according to Eqn. 2.17
γ
Qox (Tp ) = HM eOγ (Tp ) − HM e (Tp ) + HO2 T∞ )
2

(2.17)

0

Metal Spark Dynamics
Once the particles is ejected by the welder or the saw blade, the wind carries the particle in the
wind direction due to the drag force that the air exhorts on the particle surface. At the same time
gravity forces the particle downward toward the ground. The resulting particle trajectory is roughly
parabolic and depends on the particles ejection velocity, the wind velocity, and the particle size and
mass. The governing equations of the particle motion are those of momentum conservation in three
dimensions. In vector form, they can be expressed as:
d~vp
= −mp~g − F~D
(2.18)
dt
Where vp is the velocity of a particle, with respect to the ground; and ~xp is its position. The
drag force on a particle is
mp

~vrel
1
FD = cD ρair Aproj ||~vrel ||2
2
||~vrel ||

(2.19)

Where ~vrel = ~vwind − ~vp is the relative velocity between the particle and the air. The wind
velocity, is assumed to have only horizontal components, orthogonal to the gravity vector, although
its magnitude is a function of height above the ground. Aproj is the projected cross-sectional area
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of the particle. The drag coefficient cD is a function of the Reynolds number. The properties, such
as the kinematic viscosity νair and the density of air ρair surrounding the particle, are evaluated
at average conditions, which are taken to be the ambient pressure and the arithmetic mean of the
spark temperature and the ambient temperature. It is assumed that all particles are spherical in
shape. For low to moderate values of Re, we invoke an empirically matched approximation for the
drag coefficient of a smooth sphere: Substituting the equation for the drag force, Eqn. 2.19 into
Eqn. 2.18:
2
CD ρair ||~vrel
|| ~vrel
d~vp
=
− ~g
dt
2 mp
||~vrel ||

(2.20)

d~xp
= ~vp
dt

(2.21)

Numerical Time Integration
The differential equations governing the motion of the particle, Eqns. 2.20 & 2.21 and ODE
governing the particle temperature, Eqn. 2.14 and the particle oxidation, Eqn. 2.13. These eight
ODEs can be solved simultaneously using a standard numerical ODE solver.

Model Inputs
In order to investigate the danger posed by these particles we will consider the scenario of a sparks
produced on a structure 10m in above flat ground. The sparks were considered to be ejected at
a 45◦ angle from the horizontal at a speed of 5.65 m/s. The particles are initially pure iron at a
temperature of 1327◦ C. The incoming wind is follows at logarithmic profile from the ground as the
profile described in [38] and has a strength of 13.4 m/s at 10 m from the ground. For this study
we will only consider the scenario where that the wind is aligned with the direction of the ejection
velocity of the particles/sparks, reducing the three dimensional problem into a two dimensional
problem. The particles considered ranged from 1 − 7 mm. These particles are intended to span the
range of particle conditions possible for welding, flame cutting, and abrasive cutting.

2.3

Results

Simulations of the trajectories and temperature-oxidation histories of iron particles are presented
in Fig. 2.2 and Fig 2.3. In both figures the same conditions are simulated, with one case with the
oxidation model active and another with the model deactivated to show the effect of the oxidation
process.
It can be seen that the trajectory of the particle is not significantly altered by the oxidation
process, as the lines of the oxidizing and non oxidizing particles are overlapping. Thus for the
degree of oxidation and for the spark sizes presented here, we can then assume that the oxidation
has a negligible effect on the trajectories of the sparks. The trend with landing distance and spark
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Figure 2.2: Trajectories oxidizing iron particles, with and without the oxidation model active.
There is hardly a noticeable difference because the the oxidizing and non oxidizing particles for
each size are almost exactly the same.

size is similar to the results found in a similar model by Tse et al. [38]. This trend occurs because
the particles are in a flow field that is faster than their speed (at least initially) which will accelerate
the particle. The magnitude of drag force which is accelerating the particle is roughly proportional
to square of the particle diameter and the mass of the particle is proportional to the cube of the
particle diameter. Thus the acceleration has an approximately inverse relationship with particle
diameter.
The particle temperature and oxidation histories are shown in Fig. 2.3. It can be seen that the
oxidation reaction causes the particles to initially experience a net heating and then a net cooling.
When they land, the particles which oxidize have a temperature greater than their non-oxidizing
counterparts. it is also observed that degree of self heating is most pronounced for the smaller spark
sizes and similarly so is the subsequent cooling process. This is because the oxidation process and
the heat losses scale with the square of the spark diameter while the thermal mass of the spark,
≈ π6 rhop d3p cp , scales with the diameter so that explains why the smaller particles heat up more but
also cool the most.
The landing conditions of these simulations are presented in Table 2.1. The increase in the
landing temperature increase is 100◦ C Elaborate on the table
To examine the details of the oxidation we will examine the equations which govern the oxidation and whether heating or cooling occurs. Graphs of filled contour plots of the instantaneous
temperature derivative of the sparks is presented in Fig. 2.4 for different combinations of spark
temperature and fraction oxidized.The black line in each subplot denotes where the temperature
derivative has a value of 0. Thus the region of yellow-orange colors to the left of the black line is
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Figure 2.3: Temperature (top) and oxidation (bottom) histories of iron particle simulations with
and without the oxidation model active. The oxidizing particles experience an initial heating and
then cool. The smallest size is observed to stop oxidizing relatively early while the larger particles
are still oxidizing marginally even at landing.
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Table 2.1: Landing conditions of Simulations
Initial Diameter
[mm]
1
4
7
1
4
7

Oxidation?
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Final
Landing
Fraction ]
Landing
Temperature [C] Distance [m] Oxidized [%] Time [s]
382
13.51
2.02
1088
8.40
1.91
1200
7.94
1.90
462
13.48
7
2.02
1154
8.40
3
1.91
1246
7.94
2
1.90

Figure 2.4: Filled contour plots of the the instantaneous temperature derivative of different sized
particles for various particle temperatures and oxidation levels
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Figure 2.5: Steam plot of oxidation and heating, the white lines show paths that particles would
take as they go through these states.

where sparks experience a net heating and the right with the dark purple colors the particle experiences a net cooling. We can see that the smaller particles are able to self heat at higher level of
oxidation, X. We can also see that the maximum and minimum values of the temperature derivative are larger in magnitude for the 1 mm diameter graph, which is in agreement with the greater
heating and cooling rates observed in the temperature histories.
To better illustrate how Fig. 2.4, corresponds to Fig. 2.3. A streamplot, showing the path in
temperature - oxidation space that sparks would take. The case shown here is for a 1mm diameter
spark. We can see that even after the sparks will still oxidize significantly when they are cooling.
We see that the trajectories near the bottom of the figure become very steep, indicating that there
is little oxidation occurring at that point and the spark is only cooling.
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2.4

Discussion

The oxidation mechanism presented here is just one of the ways in which hot metal particles can
be heated by a chemical reaction. Under the right conditions, particles can also undergo droplet
burning [38] and heterogeneous combustion that for some reactions may and for others may not
produce an oxide layer. The influence that these reactions and heat losses have on the ultimate
hazard these particles/sparks pose as an ignition source is complicated. To better understand under what influence these processes have, the relevant timescales of the oxidizing spark can be be
examined. These timescales include the time over which the particle/spark will cool appreciably,
τHT , the time over which the spark will react, τrxn and, finally, the time it takes the spark to travel
to the fuel of interest, τmotion ≈ (2h/g)1/2 .
To determine the timescales for the oxidation of iron in air we will first non-dimensionalize
the energy equation and the equation for the depletion of the unreacted iron, Eqns. 2.14 and 2.13,
respectively. This will results in Eqns. 2.25 and 2.22
τHT
dX
=
ξ min 1, Ξ
τM T
dt̂

!

(2.22)

where ξ = dp (X)/dp,o , the non dimensional time can be defined as t̂ = t/τHT where τHT will
be defined in the next section. The mass convection based oxidation timescale τM T is given in Eqn.
2.23
τM T =

d2p,o ρM e
6 Sh (YO2 ρAir )

∞

MO
MM e γ

(2.23)

and Ξ is given by Eqn. 2.24.
Ξ=

8ρM eOγ K(Tp )dM e
γMO
MM eOγ (dp − dM e )(ShDO2 /Air ) (YO2 ρAir )
bl

(2.24)
∞

We then introduce the non-dimensional variable θp = (Tp − T∞ )/(Tp,0 − T∞ ) which after
significant algebraic manipulation yields Eqn. 2.25
dΘp
=
dt̂

1
ξ 2 Ĉp (X)

!

λ dX
− Θp
ξ dt̂

!

(2.25)

where Ĉp (X) is the volumetric heat capacity of the particle as it changes composition, τHT is
ox (Tp )
the time it takes for the particle to appreciably cool, given by Eqn. 2.26, and λ = CMQe (T
p −T∞ )
is a non-dimensional heat of reaction. While Eqn.2.25 appears complicated we can realize some
things about the non-dimensional form that quickly simplify it. First the grouping ξ for iron varies
1/3
between 1 and zF e ≈ 1.2 and the grouping Ĉp (X), the ratio of the oxidizing sparks volumetric
specific heat to that of pure metal, which varies between 1 and ≈ 1.5. Thus, while we can see that
these parameters change during the oxidation process, the change does not cause more that a factor
of 2.6 decrease in the temperature derivative.
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τHT =

d2p,o Cp,M e
6 N u kAir |bl (1 + Q̂)

(2.26)

Figure 2.6: Plot showing qualitative behavior of oxidizing iron sparks in air with results of simulations superimposed as a filled contour plot showing landing temperature of the simulations. The
horizontal and vertical axis are τrxn /τmotion and τcooling /τmotion respectively

From these timescales we can calculate the time it will take to spark react, τrxn ≈ τM T , the
time it takes the spark to cool down to the ambient, τcooling ≈ τM T + τHT , and the time it takes
for the spark to land, τmotion ≈ (2h/g)1/2 . Comparing these timescales allows us to evaluate
the importance of the oxidation reaction and heat losses on the sparks landing conditions. For
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instance, if the reaction or heat loss timescales are considerably larger than the motion timescale
then their effect on the temperature of the spark/particle might be negligible. The interaction of
these timescales is somewhat complex and their interpretation for assessing the danger of the sparks
also requires knowledge about the strength of the heating from the reaction and the magnitude of
the heat losses. For the case of these oxidizing iron particles, Fig. 2.6 shows regions of different
qualitative iron spark behavior in terms of τcooling /τmotion and τrxn /τmotion . Then these timescales
from simulations are superimposed as a filled contour plot. For the results in the filled contour
plot, temperatures between 700◦ C to 1350◦ C.
We can see that the simulations of the oxidizing iron sparks are in the region where they should
experience oxidation and then partial heat losses (larger sparks) and in some cases substantial
oxidation then cooling (smaller sparks). This makes sense because in Fig. 2.5 we see the streamlines, which represent possible particle trajectories going past the black lines indicating that they
experienced the full exothermic heating possible.

2.5

Conclusion

A metal oxidation model has been applied to a particle trajectory model which shows that iron
particles can be heated to higher temperatures as they fly through oxidizing environments such as
air. The heating these particles experience increases the hazard they pose to fuels as an ignition
source. The oxidation is initially controlled by convective mass transfer of oxygen to the metal
particles surface, then once a significant oxide layer builds up, diffusion of metal and oxygen ions
in the oxide layer controls the oxidation process. Smaller particles experience greater heating than
larger particles, but can also cool more quickly when the reaction is hindered by the oxide layer.
Overall the oxidation reaction causes the metal particles to land at temperatures between 50 - 80
◦
C higher, depending on the particle size. Analysis on how timescales such as the reaction time,
heat transfer time and time of motion (time until landing or contact with the fuel) were used to
explain the thermo-chemical processes as the particle falls.
Combining models such as this one which simulate the trajectory sparks experience as well as
the thermo-chemical change they experience with data from ignition experiments such as the ones
later in this dissertation will allow us to predict the possibility of spot fires from welding processes.
This will allow for more intelligent determination of clearance distances and work site regulations.
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Chapter 3
Flaming Ignition of Cellulosic Powder by
Hot Metal Particles
The ignition of natural combustible material by hot metal particles is an important ignition pathway
by which wildland and urban spot fires are started. There are numerous cases reported of wild
fires started by clashing power-lines or from sparks generated by machines or engines. Similarly
there are many cases reported of industrial fires caused by grinding and welding sparks. In this
work, the effect of metal type on the ability of hot metal particles to cause flaming ignition of
powdered cellulose fuel beds is studied through laboratory experiments. The particle materials
studied are stainless steel, aluminum, brass and copper. These metals are representative of clashing
conductors (aluminum and copper) and those involved in machine friction and hot work such as
welding (stainless steel and brass). The cellulose powder is used as a surrogate for natural fuel
beds as cellulose is a major component of woody biomass. The metal particles tested ranged in
size from 2 to 11 mm in diameter. They were heated to temperatures between 575 and 1100◦ C
and dropped onto the fuel bed. Then the minimum initial particle temperatures required to cause
flaming ignition were found for each particle size of each metal. The temperature required for
ignition showed a hyperbolic relationship the particle size and temperature - the larger particles
requiring lower temperatures to ignite the cellulose than the smaller particles. From these results,
ignition boundaries were determined, separating conditions which are capable of ignition from
those that are not. For large particles of all the metals, the ignition boundary is not very sensitive
to particle size. For small particles the ignition boundaries are similar for the different metals and
sensitive to both energy and temperature. The thermal properties of the metal play a lesser role in
determining ignition with exception of the energy release from melting when it occurs.
This chapter is based on research previously published in the Proceedings of the Combustion
Institute [49] and presented at the 2014 Fall Technical Meeting of the Western States Section of
the Combustion Institute [84].
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3.1

Experimental Apparatus

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig 3.1. The fuel bed is mounted in the
bottom of the wind tunnel with the fuel bed surface flush with the bottom of the wind tunnel. The
length of the wind tunnel is 550 mm with a cross section of 130 mm wide by 80 mm tall. The
sample holder is 150 mm long, 100 mm wide and 50 mm deep with the leading edge 150 mm
from the inlet of the wind tunnel. Laboratory air is flown through the wind tunnel with a centerline
velocity of 0.5 m/s at the leading edge of the fuel bed.
As is mentioned above, the air flow velocity is a parameter of the problem that affects the
rate of cooling of the particle and the generation of the flammable mixture near the particle; in
this study the air flow velocity was held constant. The air velocity used was chosen because it
produces a regular flow without disturbing the powdered cellulose surface. Because of the low
flow velocities, the ignition conditions found in this work may not be representative of those that
would be obtained at higher velocities. Flow uniformity is reduced when the tunnel top is opened
to introduce the particles. To overcome this complexity and ensure a uniform cross-flow velocity
between tests, particles were only dropped on the leading half of the fuel bed. The relative humidity and temperature of the flow were measured daily and found to be on average 39.2% ± 7.9%
and 24.0 ± 2.0◦ C respectively. Viewing windows in the sides of the tunnel allow optical access
for video recording of Schlieren images. The Schlieren system utilizes a double pass configuration with a color bullseye (blue center, yellow and red rings) and a spherical mirror with a focal
length of 1 m. Videos were recorded at 1200 frames per second using a digital camera. A high
temperature electrical tube furnace is used to heat the metal particles. A linear guide holds a ceramic spoon approximately 140 mm above the fuel bed. This guide is collinear and concentric
with the tube furnace such that the spoon can easily be inserted and removed from the furnace. A
type K thermocouple is embedded in the spoon to provide a reliable measurement of the particle
temperature. The metal particles are left in the furnace until their temperature reaches equilibrium
conditions as indicated by the thermocouple placed in the ceramic spoon. It should be noted that
the particle temperature reported here is that of the particle in the oven, not at landing. The particle temperature at landing is obviously lower and dependent on the particle size, temperature and
emissivity. Estimation of the temperature reduction during the particle drop is no more than 50◦ C
for any test. This estimation was done by calculating the heat losses from convection and radiation
and assuming the inside of the particle was thermally uniform.
The fuel bed is powdered cellulose, which was chosen because it is chemically homogeneous
and the major component of woody biomass. The individual grains of cellulose in the powder have
a mean diameter of 0.36 mm and at least 80% are 0.42 mm or smaller according to manufacturer
(Sigma Aldrich) documentation. The average bulk density of the fuel beds was 338 ± 40 kg/m3 .
The cellulose settled volume was held constant for all experiments. The settled volume refers
the minimum volume occupied by the fuel bed after vigorous vibration. The fuel was laboratoryconditioned and the fuel moisture content of the fuel was measured each day tests were conducted.
This involved drying lab-conditioned samples in an oven at 110 ± 5◦ C for at least 4 hours. Each
sample weighed at least 1.3 g and the mass was measured before and after drying. The average
moisture content for each day was 7.0 ± 2.0%.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of Experimental Apparatus

For this study, metal particles composed of Stainless Steel 302, Aluminum 1100, Brass 260,
and Copper 110 were used. The metal particles studied were either spherical or approximately
spherical in shape. The particles ranged in size from 2 to 11 mm in diameter. The temperatures
tested ranged from 575 − 1100◦ C. The maximum particle temperature was limited by the maximum operating temperature of the tube furnace. For the range of particles tested no ignition was
observed at 575◦ C, so further tests were not conducted below that temperature. Tests using brass
and copper were limited to temperatures below their melting points (915◦ C and 1065◦ C, respectively) because when these metals were heated past their melting point the molten particle would
stick to the ceramic spoon. There was no commercially available coating found which would prevent this from occurring in an oxidizing environment. As such the maximum temperature used for
brass was 900◦ C and 1050◦ C for copper. The relevant thermal properties for the materials are
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Thermal properties of Stainless Steel 302, Aluminum 1100 (solid and liquid properties),
Copper 110 and Brass 260.
Particle Material
Melting range [◦ C]
Heat of Melting [kJ/m3 ]
Density [kg/m3 ]
Heat Capacity [J/kg·K]
Thermal Cond. [W/m·K]

Stainless Steel 302
1400-1420
2122
7860
500
21.5

Aluminum 1100 (molten)
643-657
1057
2710
(2375)
900 (1141)
220 (90.7)

Copper 110
1065 - 1083
1822
8890
385
390

Brass 260
915-955
1433
8530
375
120

At least five tests were conducted for each particle material at a given diameter and temperature.
In order to minimize the effects of random variations in the fuel beds and the penetration of the
particle into the fuel bed, the location where the particle was dropped was varied and no more than
three tests were done on a single fuel bed. As was mentioned in the introduction, the problem
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has several parameters that can affect the ignition process. However, we feel that the experimental
conditions are well controlled and that five tests is sufficient data sampling to provide accurate
results, particularly since they are supported by the physics underlying the ignition problem.

3.2

Results

The primary objective of this work is to identify the temperature at which the metal particles of
a given size and material will cause flaming ignition of the powdered cellulose. During flaming
ignition events, the flame would initiate nearby the hot particle and the heat generation would be
sufficient to allow the flame to propagate across the free cellulose surface. The experimental results
are shown in Figure 3.2. Each of the sub-figures (a-d) corresponds to all of the tests conducted with
a particular metal. The circles on the figure each correspond to a set of at least five tests conducted
with a particular diameter and temperature particle. The color of the circles follows a colormap
which denotes the fraction of those tests that resulted in flaming ignition. Thus a completely black
circle corresponds to test conditions where flaming ignition was never observed and a white circle
corresponds to a test condition where all of the tests ignited. Intermediate values correspond to
the colors shown on the color bar in the center of the figure. Boundaries are provided indicating
approximately 5% probability of ignition.
The results for the different materials follow a similar trend. There is a hyperbolic relationship
between the temperature and particle size, with the larger particles requiring lower temperatures to
ignite the fuel than smaller particles.

3.3

Discussion

Ignition Phenomenology
Following completion of the experiments, high-speed videos of each of the tests were analyzed.
The videos of tests where flaming ignition occurred for every test provide qualitative insight to
the processes that are occurring during ignition. Specifically it can be seen that there is different
behavior between tests with very small, high temperature particles and tests with large, relatively
low temperature particles. This is illustrated in 3.3, which shows the flaming ignition events of two
particles, one with a diameter of 9.53 mm and heated to 675◦ C shown on the left and a 4.76 mm
particle heated to 900◦ C shown on the right.
In the cases with larger particles at lower temperatures, a dark plume is observed emanating
from around the particle at some time after the initial impact, as is show in the images of 3.3a. A dark appearance in a Schlieren image means an object is opaque, suggesting either grains
of cellulose powder are lofted by the particle’s impact or heavier products of pyrolysis vapor are
present. The current resolution of the videos (0.22 mm) means that the presence of small lofted
cellulose grains cannot be resolved. However, it should be noted that in the cases of bouncing
particles (such as the test shown in of Figure 3.3-a) the plume appears to track the particle, which
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Figure 3.2: Observed ignition probabilities for particles of all four metal types.

seems nonphysical for particles lofted by impact. Assuming the cloud is fluid in nature, it seems
likely that the opacity is due to condensed pyrolysis products.
For the tests with small particles at higher temperatures, we see from the top image of 3.3-b,
that the pyrolyzate plume produced from the impact site of the particle is transparent, unlike that of
a large diameter particle. This is in contrast to the larger and more violent expansion observed with
larger particles, suggesting larger particles pyrolyze more fuel than required prior to the ignition
event.

Parameters Controlling Ignition
To analyze the results in Figure 3.2 it is useful to describe phenomenologically the thermo-chemical
process underlying the ignition of the combustible fuel bed by a hot metal particle. Once in con-
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Figure 3.3: Schlieren Images Prior to and During Ignition: Note that the larger particle produces a
dark, opaque cloud of pyrolyzate in the first frame while the small particle produces a transparent
plume of pyrolyzate. The small bright circle that appears near the lower middle of all frames is an
artifact of the Schlieren imaging technique and is not related to the ignition process.

tact with the fuel bed the metal particle must transfer its energy to the fuel so that it heats up and
pyrolyzes enough material to create a flammable mixture of pyrolyzate and air around the metal
particle. In this process the particle temperature decreases as its energy decreases (note that energy
is also lost to the surrounding environment). After the flammable mixture is formed, it will ignite
if the heat generated by the gas phase reactions can overcome losses to the environment. If the gas
phase reactions can produce enough heat to offset the heat losses gas phase ignition may occur. If
the surface of the metal particle is hot it can provide heat to the flammable mixture which can help
it ignite. There do appear to be qualitative differences between the ignition by small-hot particles
and the large-cool particles. The large particles near the ignition boundary produced substantial
amounts of opaque pyrolyzate and the subsequent ignition events were much more vigorous and
sometimes even audible. For the small particles near the ignition boundary, there was minimal observable pyrolyzate and ignition appeared in the gas phase farther away from the particle surface.
From the data shown in Figure 3.2 it is clear that there is different behavior between very large
and very small particles for all of the materials studied as with similar studies [3, 46, 48, 51, 52].
Figure 3.4, shows the ignition boundaries for each of the four metals. The differences with previous
results from the author’s laboratory [46, 51] for steel and brass particles are due to subsequent
improvements in the determination of the particle temperature for both and differences in the effect
of the fuel bed density [46]. The bulk density of a porous fuel will effect the flow and availability
of oxygen [85]
From Figure 3.4 it can be seen that all the metals show similar minimum ignition temperatures for a given diameter, despite large changes in the different metal’s thermal properties, such
as the particle’s density, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity. For larger particles the minimum
ignition temperature is not very sensitive to particle size. This seems to indicate that particle energy has a lesser role in the ignition process than the surface temperature, for larger particles since
the physical properties of the materials are different and the energy is proportional to the particle
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Figure 3.4: No ignition limits of the four metals tested with the ignition limits for comparison

volume. For small particles it is seen that the temperature required to achieve ignition is very sensitive to size of the particle. This indicates that the particle energy has a more important role in
the ignition process than the particle temperature for small particles since small reductions in diameter requires large temperature increases. Furthermore if we examine the curves corresponding
to aluminum and stainless steel in Figure 3.4, we see that 4 mm particles of aluminum ignite at
temperatures roughly 100◦ C lower than their stainless steel counterparts, but the energies of the
two particles are actually very similar as shown in Figure 3.5. The energy values shown in Figure
3.5 were calculated assuming constant material properties for each material phase. The energy
released from melting was treated as a linear variation over the melting temperature range. The
energy values were calculated as energy above the ambient temperature.
Furthermore, examining the aluminum ignition boundary in Figure 3.4 it can be seen that there
is a sharp corner at a diameter of approximately 3.5 mm. Between 4 mm and 7 mm diameter
the ignition limit follows the melting temperature range and for diameters greater than 7 mm the
ignition limit drops below the melting temperature. This indicates that melting has a significant
effect on the potential for the particles to ignite for diameters greater than 3.5 mm. One possible
explanation for this is that the molten particles have considerably greater energy than particles that
are not molten. When comparing the volumetric heat of melting to the volumetric heat capacity (the
product of ρ and cp ), it is seen that the latent heat of melting adds energy equivalent to the energy
gained from heating the aluminum particle an additional 433◦ C. Thus, a completely molten particle
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Figure 3.5: Bulk initial energy vs. particle diameter along the flaming ignition boundary

has considerably more energy than a barely molten particle despite the temperature difference of
only 15◦ C. For particles smaller than 3.5 mm the aluminum particles behave more and more like
the stainless steel particles indicating that the contribution from the melting energy is not large
enough and thus higher temperatures are needed to provide the required energy to ignite the fuel.
Copper exhibits some noticeable deviation in ignition behavior from the other metals, specifically copper particles require larger temperatures to ignite than the other metals. It is worth noting
that at temperatures above the liquidus temperature of aluminum, 657◦ C, copper has thermal properties drastically different from the other metals. Both the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity are at least a factor of three larger than the other materials in that range. This would allow
increased heat transfer from the metal particle to the cellulose, but would also mean faster transient
temperature changes. As a result, copper particles may be unable to retain heat long enough for a
nascent gas phase reaction to become self-sustaining. Based on the higher temperatures required
for ignition, it seems as though this latter effect is more prominent.
The present ignition results together with those in [52] and [46] show that the bulk energy
alone is not the determining factor for ignition to occur. From Figure 3.5, it is seen that energy
alone does not dictate ignition. Specifically, small particles with small bulk energy can ignite
the cellulose, while large particles with considerably higher energies cannot ignite the cellulose
unless they have a sufficiently high temperature. For example, a 10 mm particle with an initial
temperature of 600◦ C has approximately 6 times the energy of a 4 mm particle at 1100◦ C and yet
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the smaller particle will ignite and the larger particle will not. Based on the assumption that some
minimum amount of gaseous fuel is required to initiate a combustion reaction, it seems there must
be some minimum energy requirement. However, this appears to be a necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for ignition.
As was proposed in [53], the exact role of particle temperature and diameter in determining
ignition remains unclear. One possibility is that the classic balance of heat generation and heat
losses, as proposed by Silver [86] in his study of gaseous mixture ignition by hot particles, also
applies to solid fuels. In his analysis, Silver [86] proposed that ignition would occur when the heat
generated by the incipient combustion reaction in a thin layer around the particle is greater than
the losses to the particle and the surroundings. Ignition of a solid fuel is clearly more complicated;
because of the higher density of the solid fuel, time is needed for pyrolysis, and the transport and
mixing of the pyrolyzate with the oxidizer [87]. During this time, the particle, and the system in
general, are losing heat through convection and radiation. In the time required for mass transport
to occur, very large particles would lose less heat due to their large thermal mass, and only a
sufficiently high initial temperature would be necessary for ignition. Very small, high conductivity
particles would lose heat much more rapidly, and thus both a sufficient initial temperature and
thermal mass would be required such that the particle and surrounding gases had not cooled off too
much during the mass transport time. This would also explain the apparent increased sensitivity to
randomness for smaller diameters and high conductivity metals, as both the mixing time and heat
losses during that time would be affected by things like impact dynamics, local fuel bed density,
and local flow conditions.

3.4

Conclusion

Tests on the flaming ignition of powdered cellulose fuel beds have been performed over a large
range of particle sizes and temperatures for metals of various thermal properties. These metals
are representative of potential sources of ignition of natural fuels in practical situations. For large
particles of all of the materials, ignition behavior appears to be very sensitive to temperature, but
sensitivity to temperature appears to decrease as the size is decreased. The data indicates that the
energy of the metal particle plays an increasingly important role for determining ignition as particle size is decreased. However, initial metal particle’s energy was shown to be an insufficient
indicator of ignition likelihood. Ignition was observed in the gas phase and differences were noted
in the behavior of small and large particles. Specifically, large metal particles tended to produce
heavier pyrolyzate products and ignite violently, whereas small particles produced very little heavier products and ignited in a more subdued fashion. Overall it was found that, except for copper,
the thermal properties of the material did not have a strong effect on ignition except for the effects
from melting. The process of melting allows the particles to store more energy at high temperatures and increases their ability to ignite, however neither energy nor temperature have proven to
be the sole factors controlling ignition.
It has been shown that the problem of the ignition of a solid fuel bed by a hot metal particle,
spark or ember is very complex, involving solid and gas phase thermochemical processes together
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with geometric and ambient effects. The effects of parameters such as fuel bed composition and
moisture content, air flow velocity and properties, particles interaction and accumulation, among
others, will affect the ignition boundaries reported in this work. However we feel that the present
results provide a good basic understanding of the ignition of fuel beds by hot metal particles. It
also provide a data base for verification of theoretical models of the process.
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Chapter 4
Flaming Ignition of Natural Fuels by
Aluminum Particles
The ignition of combustible material by contact with hot metal particles is an important pathway by
which wildland and urban spot fires are started. This work examines how fuel characteristics such
as density, morphology and chemical composition effect the ability of the fuel to be ignited by a
hot metal particle. Fuels were prepared out of three materials: alpha-cellulose, a barley/wheat/oat
grass blend, and pine needles. Each material was prepared as a powder and as larger, long pieces:
strips of cellulose paper, loose grass, and pine needles. These fuels are representative of thermal
insulation (cellulose strips), dry grasses (grass blend), forest litter (pine needles) and duff (powders). Aluminum particles ranging from 2 - 8mm in diameter heated to temperatures between 575
- 1100◦ C were dropped onto these fuels. The particle temperature required for ignition becomes
higher as the particle size decreased. The results show that the required temperatures for ignition of powders were lower, with this trend particularly pronounced for the alpha-cellulose fuels.
The biomass fuels required higher temperature particles to ignite, indicating that the presence of
other ligno-cellulosic materials make ignition more difficult. The results show that powders were
capable of ignition at lower temperatures, particularly with the alpha-cellulose.
This chapter is based on research presented at The 10th Asia-Oceania Symposium on Fire Science and Technology held in Tsukuba, October, 2015 [88] and at the Fire and Materials Conference
in San Francisco [89].

4.1

Experimental Apparatus and Methods

Experimental Apparatus
The experimental apparatus used was the same as the one described in Chapter 3. The mean and
relative humidity and temperature of the air flow were measured daily and found to be on 16.2%
± 4.2% and 26.6 ± 3.3o C respectively.
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Table 4.1: Fuel Bed Properties
Fuel
Cellulose
Powder
Cellulose
Strips
Pine Needle
Powder
Pine Needle
Grass Blend
Powder
Grass Blend

Density [kg/m3 ]

MC [%]

Chemical Composition

dchar [mm]

344 ± 36

7±1

100% α-cellulose
[92, 93]

0.4 [93]

42.5 ± 0.1

7±1

370 ± 19

8±1

57 ± 1

8±2

282 ± 1

7±2

75 ± 1

8±2

5
30% α-Cellulose
20% Hemi-cellulose
26% Lignin [94]

0.5
2

36-43% α - Cellulose 0.5
23-28% Hemi-cellulose
7-18% Lignin [95, 96] 7.5

Fuel Beds
The fuels tests were composed of three different fuel materials (alpha-cellulose, a grass blend
of barley/wheat/oat, and dead pine needles). These three fuel materials were prepared in two
different morphologies for a total of six different fuels, shown in Fig. 4.1. The first morphology
was a powder with powder grains small enough to pass through a 500-mesh sieve conforming to
ASTM E-11 [90], this type of mesh allows particles that fit through 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm openings
in a larger sieve to ensure a given particle size. The second morphology tested had a lighter bulk
density than the powder morphology and the size of the individual pieces of the fuel were much
larger. The cellulose strips, pine needles and the grass blend where cut to lengths between 37.5 and
87.5 mm and were typically ∼7.5mm wide for the grass blend and ∼5mm for the cellulose strips.
The diameter of the pine needles was found to be ∼2 mm. The pine needles were collected from
litter under a ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) on the University of California Berkeley campus
and then dried, cut to the specified length, and then conditioned in the laboratory. The grass blend
was obtained commercially from Alfalfa King [91], and then cut to the specified length. The grass
blend and its powder were dried in an oven and then allowed to reach an equilibrium moisture
content comparable to the cellulose fuels (∼7%). Rough values of expected compositions of the
grass blend and pine needles were made by examining values reported in the literature for the oats,
barley, and wheat grasses. Specific values of the moisture content and chemical compositions are
shown below in Table 1. The cellulose strips were cut uniformly to the same length range and
had a thickness of 5mm and were cut from alpha cellulose ashless paper [92]. The different fuel
compositions allow us to examine the effect of hemi-cellulose and lignin content which is removed
from the woody biomass to produce α-cellulose. The relevant fuel properties are shown below in
Table 4.1.
The α-cellulose was chosen as a reference fuel bed material for its chemical homogeneity and
because it is the largest component of woody biomass. The grass blend of barley, wheat, and oat
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Figure 4.1: Photographs of the six fuels tested

grasses was chosen as representative of grassy fuels. The pine needles were chosen because they
are representative of pine forest litter. In all experiments with powdered fuel beds, the settled
volume was held constant. The settled volume refers to the minimum volume occupied by the
fuel bed after vigorous vibration. The fuel beds were laboratory-conditioned and the moisture
content of the fuel was measured each day tests were conducted. This involved drying laboratoryconditioned samples in an oven at 110±5o C for at least 4 hours. Each sample weighed at least 1.3g
initially and the mass was measured before and immediately after drying. For this study, aluminum
particles composed of aluminum alloy 1100, an alloy used for overhead power transmission in the
United States, were heated in the tube furnace, and dropped onto the various fuels. The metal
particles studied were either spherical or approximately spherical in shape. The particles ranged
in size from 2 to 8 mm in diameter. The temperatures tested ranged from 525 - 1100o C. Higher
temperatures were not performed because 1100o C was the maximum operating temperature of the
tube furnace. For the range of particles tested, no flaming ignition events were observed at 525o C,
so additional tests were not conducted below that temperature. The relevant thermal properties for
aluminum 1100 in both the solid and molten states are shown in Table 4.2
The goal of these experiments was to provide a boundary where flaming ignition will occur. To
achieve this, work was focused only on the boundaries where flaming ignition occurred and where
it did not occur. Test conditions were chosen to focus on finding the lowest temperature where
flaming ignition could occur for a given size particle and a given fuel bed. This was achieved by
performing guess tests at increasing temperatures, in multiples of 25o C until an ignition event was
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Table 4.2: Aluminum Particle Thermal Properties
Phase
Density [kg/m3 ]
Specific Heat [J/kg·K]
Thermal Conductivity [W/m·K]
Heat of melting [kJ/kg]
Thermal diffusivity [m3 /s]
Melting Temperature [o C]

Solid [97] Molten [98–100]
2710
2375
900
1141
220
90.7
390
390
−5
9.02·10
3.35·10−5
643 - 657

observed. Then tests were performed at the temperature 25o C lower than the lowest temperature
where ignition was observed until either 5 tests were performed that did not result in ignition or
an ignition event was observed. In this case the temperature was lowered by 25o C and the process
was continued recursively until a temperature was found where none of the 5 tests performed
resulted in flaming ignition. For this study the tests could have one of two possible outcomes:
flaming ignition or no ignition. Tests were designated flaming ignition if a flame was visible for at
least one second. Flaming ignition happened in less than 1 second for all flaming ignition events
observed. To minimize the effects of random variations in the fuel beds and the penetration of the
particle into the fuel bed, the location where the particle was dropped was varied and no more than
two tests were done on a single fuel bed on a given day. Although it is difficult to eliminate the
randomness of the process, we feel that the experimental conditions were well controlled and that
five tests were a good data sampling to provide an accurate measure of the ignition boundary.

4.2

Results and Discussion

The results from the experiments and the flaming ignition boundaries for the six fuels tested are
presented in Fig. 4.2. Each of the sub-figures (a-f) of Fig. 4.2 corresponds to the tests conducted
with one of the fuels. The circles correspond to sets of at least three tests for non-black circles
and five for black circles and were colored based on the fraction of the experiments that resulted
in a flaming ignition. Thus, black circles denote cases were FI was never observed and white
circles to tests were flaming ignition occurred every time, intermediate values were colored per the
colorbar at the right of the figure. The black circles were used to determine the ignition boundaries
presented in Fig. 4.2. The flaming ignition boundaries denote a barrier separating conditions which
can initiate a flame from those conditions which cannot. The ignition boundaries provide a good
metric for comparing the ignition hazards of the different fuel relative to one another. It should be
noted that in the case of the grass blend powder, many of the events that did not result in flaming
ignition resulted in smoldering ignition, unlike the other fuels. The data regarding smoldering
ignition is not presented here, but is discussed in Chapter 5 and [50]. Overall there are some
common features among the results from the different fuels. The FI boundaries show monotonic
rises in required particle temperature for ignition as the particle size decreases. While most of
them have a similar hyperbolic shape, the ignition boundary for alpha-cellulose has a region that is
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Figure 4.2: Ignition Results for the four fuel beds. Red triangular markers correspond to test
conditions where at least one flaming ignition event was observed & black circles correspond to
conditions where 10 tests were performed with no flaming ignition events

relatively flat and causes changes in curvature in the curve. This occurs at the melting point of the
aluminum alloy, where the melting gives the particles additional energy equivalent to increasing a
solid aluminum particle ∼400o C [49, 53, 54].
For direct comparison, the ignition boundaries for the six fuel beds are presented in Fig. 4.3.
Also shown in the figure is the flaming ignition boundary for barley grass by contact with hot
aluminum particles from Rowntree and Stokes [3]. Looking at the FI boundaries together we can
see some trends. The powder fuels (solid lines) are capable of FI at lower particle temperatures
than their non-powder counterparts (dashed lines). The pure alpha-cellulose fuels were capable of
being ignited by lower temperature particles as compared to the biomass fuels (pine needle fuels
and grass blend fuels).
The fact that the powder fuels were capable of ignition at lower temperatures indicates that
some combination of smaller fuel particulate sizes and higher densities make ignition possible at
lower temperatures. The lower FI boundaries for the alpha-cellulose strips and powder indicate
that the components in the biomass fuels other than alpha cellulose such as lignin, hemicellulose,
proteins, and ash bearing components make the fuel require higher temperatures for ignition. Thus,
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the ignition boundaries for the six fuel beds. The data from Rowntree
and Stokes [3] is also shown for comparison.

both the morphology and chemical composition of the fuel effect the ignition process. Unfortunately, the lack of data at higher temperatures makes it difficult to determine whether there is a
minimum particle size required for ignition and if that is dependent the fuel properties studied
here. As mentioned earlier, our ability to investigate higher temperature particles was limited by
the maximum temperature of the furnace.
The flaming ignition limits for the grass fuels agree well with the flaming ignition results from
Rowntree and Stokes[3]. The difference between the ignition boundaries is attributed to different
experimental conditions, and a slightly different type of grass as the fuel. The differences in
ignition temperatures for the larger particles and the lower temperatures suggests that the ignition
process appears to be more of a auto-ignition type. Consequently, the ignition of the fuel by large
particles is more sensitive to the type of fuel and its geometry.

simplified Analysis
To examine the effects of the different fuel composition, a simplified analysis of the thermal decomposition reactions (thermal and oxidative pyrolysis) happening in the fuel just before the onset
of ignition was developed. Given the short time for ignition to occur (<1s) the char oxidation
reaction was ignored as it was assumed that minimal char would have accumulated and if it had
there would be minimal oxygen available to it. The reaction rates were calculated using the results
presented in [4]. The reaction rates were used to calculate an instantaneous heat release rate per
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Figure 4.4: Heat released by the solid fuel prior to ignition

unit mass of fuel. The reaction rate of each fuel was calculated by resolving the reaction rates of α
cellulose, hemi-cellulose, and lignin and weighting them by their prevalence according to the proximate analysis values taken from the literature which are presented in Table 4.1. The temperatures
used were those between the mean of the ambient temperature and the lowest particle temperature
(525o C) and the highest particle temperature (1100o C).
The heat release rates are show in Fig. 4.4. The results of this show that all three fuels compositions experienced a net release of heat, with the pure cellulose experiencing the greatest followed
by the grass blend, and then closely by the pine needles. These results indicate that the reactions
in the solid phase right before ignition in the α-cellulose would be produce more heat which could
counteract heat losses from the particle to the fuel, quicken the production of gaseous fuel via the
thermal degradation of the solid fuel, and/or potentially raise the temperature of the gaseous products. This could explain the relative ease with which the α-cellulose fuels were ignited compared
to the biomass fuels at similar conditions. It should be noted that there are other aspects which
could dictate whether or not ignition occurs, namely differences in the chemical composition of
the pyrolysis products of the different fuels.
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4.3

Conclusions

Experiments were performed investigating the flaming ignition boundaries of alpha-cellulose, a
grass blend, and dead pine needles, each tested as powder and with larger fuel particle sizes with
lower bulk densities (i.e. paper strips, blades of grass, and pine needles) when they were put in
contact with hot aluminum particles. For each fuel bed, the flaming ignition boundaries were
determined by finding the lowest particle temperature where flaming ignition occurred. These
ignition boundaries separate flaming ignition and non-flaming ignition conditions from each other,
and thus which conditions are demonstrably hazardous. The results are consistent with similar
studies of hot metal particles igniting fuels where larger particles were capable of igniting fuels at
lower temperatures and smaller particles requiring higher temperatures. Thus, the smaller particles
require a higher temperature to cause ignition.
It was found that the pure α-cellulose fuels ignite at lower temperatures than the biomass fuels
(grass blend and pine needle fuels). This suggests that the additional components found in these
fuels such as lignin, hemi-cellulose, other organic compounds as well as the inorganic compounds
deter flaming ignition. It was also found that when the fuel is in powder form it is capable of
ignition at lower temperature than in strip/grass/needle form confirming that the morphology of
the fuel is also important for determining if ignition will occur. However, for the studies presented
here the presence of non α-cellulose components had a stronger influence on the ignition process
than the fuels morphology.
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Chapter 5
Smoldering Spot Ignition of Natural Fuels
by a Hot Metal Particle
This work is an experimental and analytical study of how the flaming and smoldering ignition
propensities of powdered natural fuel beds in contact with hot metal particles are affected by differences in the particle characteristics, particularly the effect of particle melting, which adds energy
to the particle. The smolder data is compared with flaming data including some presented in 4. In
the experiments, stainless steel and aluminum particles ranging in size from 1.6 to 8 mm in diameter were heated to various temperatures between 500 and 1100◦ C and dropped onto a fuel bed
composed of a powder grass blend. It is observed that the ignition boundary for smoldering follows
a hyperbolic relationship between particle size and temperature similar to results obtained for flaming ignition, with smaller particles requiring higher temperatures to ignite the fuel. For both metal
particles smoldering ignition occurs at significantly lower temperatures than flaming ignition. A
simplified numerical model is developed to help understand smoldering ignition by a metal particle and to examine how the melting influences the ignition process. Good qualitative agreement is
obtained between the model predictions and the experiments suggesting that the model provides a
first step toward the theoretical modeling of this complex problem.
This chapter is based on research previously published in The Proceedings of the Combustion
Institute [50] and presented at The 2014 Fall Technical Meeting of the Western States Section of
the Combustion Institute [101].

5.1

Experimental Apparatus

The apparatus used for experiments is the same as the one described in 3 with some minor modifications. An overhead camera records images of the tests at regular intervals and captures visible
and infrared (IR) light. This allows for visualization of charring of the solid fuel, and heat losses
by IR radiation. These pictures provide qualitative data about the temperature of the particle and
the presence of solid phase exothermic reactions.
Lab air flows through the wind tunnel with a centerline velocity of .5m/s at the leading edge of
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of experimental apparatus

the fuel for all tests. The relative humidity and temperature of the flow were measured daily and
found to be on average 31±6% and 24±3◦ C respectively.
For this study, we used particles composed of stainless steel alloy 302 and 304 [97] and aluminum alloy 1100 [97, 100]. The thermal properties are given in Table 5.1. The particles are
spherical or approximately spherical in shape and range in size from 1.6 to 8.0 mm in diameter.
The temperatures tested range from 500 to 1100◦ C. The maximum temperature is limited by the
maximum operating temperature of the furnace and no ignition events were observed at the lowest
temperature so tests at lower temperatures were not performed. The fuel is a powder formed by
grinding a grass blend. The fuel beds were initially bone-dried and then allowed to come to a
moisture equilibrium with the air in the laboratory. The fuel moisture content (mass of water to
fuel dry mass) of the fuel was measured each day that tests were conducted and the average fuel
moisture content for a test was 8.0±2.0%. In order to minimize the effects of random variations in
the fuel beds and the fraction of the particle embedded into the fuel, the location where the particle
was dropped was varied and no more than two tests of the same condition were done on a single
fuel bed.
At least five tests were done at each test condition to determine a probability of ignition. Each
test could have one of three outcomes: Flaming Ignition (FI), Smoldering Ignition (SI) or No
Ignition (NI). The establishment of self propagating flame spread or large scale smolder spread
was not studied here, nor was the possible outcome of a smolder transitioning to a flame. Each
of these phenomena are sufficiently complex as to deserve their own study. FI was defined by
a flame that persisted for at least 1s. The definition of SI is more difficult because self-sustained
smoldering occurs in an opaque medium and is difficult to distinguish from thermal decomposition
driven by heat transfer from the particle.
One approach for determining smoldering ignition, used in [102] was to wait for an extended
period of time (> 103 s) until the smolder either consumes the entire fuel sample or extinguishes,
this was to ensure that a smolder is propagating independently from its ignition source. Due to
the large number of tests conducted in this study, we recorded SI when the visible char layer
surrounding the particle had a thickness greater that the particle diameter and observed movement
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of the smoldering front and pyrolyzate production. This criteria was supported by readings from
the IR camera, which showed increasing temperatures after a period of cooling. As a final check,
a handful of tests were performed where the smoldering front was allowed to propagate freely
through the entire sample over the course of 1hr. A further discussion of the smoldering ignition
behavior and associated ignition criteria can be found in Sec. 5.3.

5.2

Model Description

Smoldering ignition of the fuel is simulated with a simplified 1-D spherical model accounting
for porous heat and oxygen mass transfer with a 3-step solid phase reaction model. The metal
particle was assumed to be thermally lumped and completely surrounded by a virgin material. The
outer surface of this virgin material was exposed to air at ambient conditions. The particle is fully
submerged in the fuel and only cools by transferring heat to the surrounding material; volatiles
that are produced are assumed to instantly leave the domain, oxygen is able to diffuse in from
the outer boundary, and the gas phase the density, ρg was assumed to be constant. The governing
equations of this system are the conservation of energy in the particle, in the solid domain, species
conservation in the solid and gas phases in Eqns. 5.2 - 5.4.
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where cp,ef f (Tp ) is an effective specific heat capacity of the particle and k is the effective
thermal conductivity which accounts for pore radiation as was done in [54]. For steel, the value
for the of the specific heat capacity was constant, while for the aluminum, which melts over the
temperature range 643-657◦ C, the value changes to account for differences in the heat capacity and
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Table 5.1: Properties of the fuel species and the particle metals: stainless Steel 302/304 and aluminum 1100. Molten properties shown in parentheses.
Material
ρ
[kg/m3 ]
cp
[J/mK]
k
[W/mK]
ψ [−]

Virgin Char
260
1400
0.1
0.35

Ash

Steel Al. 1100
2710
90
15
7860
(2375)
900
1600 1800 500
(1141)
220
0.07 0.06 21.5
(90.7)
0.78 0.94 n/a
n/a

Table 5.2: Parameters for Eqn. 5.5: 1) Thermal Pyrolysis and 2) Oxidative pyrolysis and 3) Ashing
reactions, values from [4]
∆H
[kJ/kg]
1 0.2
2 -4.3
3 -11.9
j

Z
[1/s]
106.34
108.72
106.55

E
n
[kJ/mol]
105
0.87
128
0.56
124
0.63

nO2
0
0.72
0.68

energy added from melting, 390 kJ/kg. DO2 is the mass diffusivity of O2 in air and taken to be a
constant. αj is the consumption of the j-th solid specie. The initial and boundary conditions are
shown in Eqns. 5.6- 5.8.
The solid phase, with exception of the metal particle, was considered to be comprised of three
components: Virgin, Char, and Ash with properties show in Table 5.1. The virgin material is
the unreacted fuel bed which can react through both thermal and oxidative pyrolysis reactions
producing Char. Char can undergo a char oxidation reaction producing Ash, an solid, inert product.
This type of 3-step mechanism been applied in other studies of smoldering biomass [4, 103], and
the specific thermo-chemical parameters used in this study are given in Table 5.2.
The governing equations were solved with an implicit finite volume scheme with adaptive time
stepping. Simulations were performed for particle sizes and temperatures in the same range of
those done in the experiments. The minimum initial particle temperature which could ignite a
smolder was determined, within 1◦ C of precision using a root finding algorithm. Smoldering ignition was determined by checking if the smolder would propagate at least 10mm from the particle
and show steady or accelerating smolder propagation at this point. The subsequent smolder propagation was not modeled. Simulations were also conducted to observe the events leading up to the
initiation of the smoldering front. The computational domain was 37.5mm from the surface of the
particle and divided into 103 cells for all simulations.
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5.3

Results & Discussion

The experimental ignition results are presented in Fig. 5.4. Black circles or squares indicate that no
SI or FI events, respectively, were observed and conversely, white circles and squares indicate that
all the tests resulted in a SI or FI, respectively. The data is used to find the SI or FI boundaries for
the fuel in contact with each type of particle. The ignition boundaries are found by fitting a curve
through the data points. Determining precise FI and SI boundaries is difficult as there is a range
of test conditions where both SI & NI or FI & SI events were observed. This range is indicative
of our ability to control the different parameters of the problem such as the exact fuel porosity at
the landing location, variations in the moisture content and ambient conditions. It is possible to
use statistical methods to try and determine an average or 50% ignition boundary. In order to do
this assumptions must be made regarding the distribution of the variation with respect to each of
these parameters/confounding variables and then how precisely they impact the ignition process.
In this study we have chosen simply to report ignition boundaries determined by finding a set of
maximum temperatures for various particles sizes which did not ignite for at least five tests. We
feel that determining the ignition boundaries this way is practical as it reports minimum conditions
found to initiate ignition for the study and the criteria for choosing it is simple and well defined.
The primary goal of this study is to identify the required initial particle temperature which
would ignite natural fuels with a smolder, but for completeness flaming ignition data is also shown.
It is interesting to note that during flaming ignition events, the flame on occasion receded to a
smolder after roughly 10s. During each test, the progress of the char front on the surface of the fuel
was captured with the overhead camera and two distinct phases of the SI process were observed
(see Fig. 5.2). Immediately after landing the particle rapidly heats the surrounding fuel and a char
shell (typically at least 1mm thick) forms around the particle. This initial smolder will cease to
propagate and different sized particles display different behavior. Experiments with small particles
will rapidly develop, in roughly 10s, a small localized smolder along the perimeter of the char
shell which will may then continue to propagate or extinguish. Experiments with large particles
will develop the small localized smolder after a considerably longer time, often as long as 300s, at
which point the particle has cooled significantly. The fact that the initial radial smolder stops and
then a secondary, self-sustaining smolder, begins later at discreet number of locations (typically
only 1 near the ignition limit) around the char shell indicates that there is a process hindering the
smolder.
In the first three images of the top and bottom of Fig. 5.2, we see that the particle cools
significantly during the course of a test. If a particle cools enough, it could be colder than the
temperature of the incipient smolder and heat transfer back to the particle from the smolder might
hinder or even prevent the final step of the smoldering ignition. We can examine the effect of heat
losses back to the particle through the numerical model. Fig. 5.3, shows the simulated temperature profile of the fuel for a SI case (left) and a NI case (right). The temperature at (x=0) is the
temperature of the particle and we can see for the SI case (i) that the particle temperatures initially
falls as that energy heats the fuel near the particle. When SI occurs the we see a momentary local
maximum in the temperature profile (ii) and then we see the particle temperature rise again (iii)
and the reaction front begins to propagate. However, the inherent 1-D aspect of the model does
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Figure 5.2: Images of surface smolder spread of a 1.6mm steel particle at 1000◦ C (top) and a 8mm
particle initially at 600◦ C (bottom). The white light is IR light captured by the camera and not
visible to the bare eye. Time from impact is shown in seconds for each frame. Note: airflow is
coming in from the left. Frames 1-3: Initial cooling for both particles. For the small particle the
small localized smolder on the char shell develops 21s after the particle cools in frame 4 and the
small localized smolder on the char shell develops at 330s after impact for the large particle in
frame 6. Subsequent smolder spread is shown in remaining frames.

not allow it to explain why the secondary self-sustaining smolder starts at only one point from the
initial smolder. This is likely caused by small local variations in the fuel bed which cause only one
region along the char shell to be viable for the secondary self-sustaining smolder and also by the
effects of subsurface smoldering which cannot be visualized by the current model and experimental apparatus. In both the model and the experiments, NI events exhibited the rapid initial radial
smolder as with the SI events as shown in the third frame from the left of both the top and bottom
of Fig. 5.2 for experiments and the initial spread shown by the model in Fig. 5.3 for the model
(iv, v). The smoldering ignition phenomena of the aluminum particles was very similar to those
with steel, with exception of the tests where a relatively large aluminum particle was molten. For
these experiments there a thicker char shell developed rapid when the particle impacted the fuel,
indicating that the energy from melting helps initiate the smolder considerably.
The FI and SI boundaries for each metal type follow the same trend observed in previous
work on SI [3, 46] and FI [3, 46, 49] of different fuels. There is a monotonic decrease in the
required particle temperature for both SI and FI as the particle size is increased and FI requires
higher particle temperatures than SI. We can see that smaller particles had a much larger range of
temperatures at which ignition could occur while the range was much smaller for larger particles.
At temperatures above 643◦ C the aluminum alloy used will start to melt, because it is an alloy it
melts over a temperature range (643-657◦ C). We assumed the energy added by melting over this
range was linear with respect to temperature. The energy from melting is a likely explanation of
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Figure 5.3: Time evolution of 1-D simulations. Both simulations are of 7mm particles. The initial
temperature of the particle on the left was 536◦ C which resulted in SI and the particle on the right
was initially at 531◦ C and resulted in NI. The solution profiles are spaced 10s apart and total time
shown in figure is 70s. (i) initial particle cooling due to heat loss to the fuel, (ii) momentary increase
in smolder temperature, (iii) particle is heated by the smolder. (iv) & (v) initial smolder/thermal
degradation due to heat from the particle

why for particle temperatures greater than or equal to 650◦ C aluminum particles were able to ignite
at lower temperatures than their steel counterparts.
The ignition results from the model show qualitative agreement the experiments. Overall the
model predicts ignition at lower temperatures than the experiments. The agreement is within 50◦ C
for particles larger than 4mm. For smaller particles, the model predicts a lower temperatures
required for ignition. The likely explanation for this is the cooling of the particle as they fall from
the crucible to the fuel. In the case of small particles, higher temperatures are required and the
thermal mass of the particle is relatively low so the heat loss rate to the ambient surroundings
are more significant than the heat losses for larger, cooler particles. The model presented here is
limited as it does not resolve these heat losses. Another limitation of the model that is presented
here are the details of the thermal contact between the particle and the surrounding fuel. The
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Figure 5.4: Observed Ignition Propensity for (a) Stainless Steel & (b) Aluminum. The squares and
circles are colored according to the fraction of the tests that resulted in FI or SI, respectively. Each
marker corresponds to at least five tests at that test condition. Ignition boundaries for FI are shown
with the dashed lines and for SI with solid lines.

complexities of considering radiative heat transfer from the hot particle and the fuel as studied in
[104] were not examined here.
One clear difference in the SI boundaries of the model and experimental data is the effect of
melting. The model’s SI boundary is nearly a horizontal line for particles smaller than 1mm in size.
This behavior was not observed in the experimental SI boundaries. However, the effect of melting
can be seen in the upper boundary, showing the minimum temperature where ignition happened
during each test. Denoted by the white circles in Fig. 5.4b, we can see that for aluminum particles
larger than 3mm in diameter, particles heated to 675◦ C, the lowest temperature above aluminum’s
melting range, always ignited while the tests performed 25◦ C lower had a lower observed ignition
probability indicating that the energy added by melting also increases the likelihood of ignition.
This effect has also been noticed by the authors for the FI of pure cellulose powder fuels and it
was noted that the latent heat of melting adds energy equivalent to the energy gained from heating
the aluminum particle an additional 433◦ C. Thus, a completely molten particle has considerably
more energy than a particle just below the melting range, despite the temperature difference of the
melting range is only 15◦ C. This extra energy was also observed to impact the flaming ignition
behavior. From Fig. 5.5 it can be seen that the temperatures required for FI are different for the
aluminum and stainless steel particles, with the aluminum particles requiring lower temperatures,
roughly 100◦ C lower, for the flaming ignition of the fuel. Despite the difference in temperature,
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Figure 5.5: Temperature-diameter (a) and Energy-diameter (b) ignition boundaries for Aluminum
(blue) and Steel (black) for FI and SI from experiments and SI from the model.

we can see in Fig. 5.5b that the energy of the particles are fairly similar showing that the particle
energy is important for ignition.

5.4

Conclusion

Experiments studying flaming and smoldering ignition of a powdered grass blend by contact with
hot aluminum and steel particles have been conducted over a wide range of particle sizes and temperatures. The metals used are representative of those which are known to ignite natural fuels in
practical settings. They also have different melting temperatures and physical properties. Both
metal particles required similar temperatures to initiate a smolder in the fuel. The smoldering ignition behavior of the large particles is sensitive to to the initial particle temperature. For small
particles the smoldering ignition behavior was different - aluminum particles were molten and
capable of smoldering ignition at lower temperature than their stainless steel counterparts. The
process of melting adds extra energy to the molten particles making ignition at lower temperatures
possible. Results from the modeling of the smoldering ignition process support the observed importance of initial particle temperature and energy for large and small particles. However from
the results of both the model and experiments, ignition cannot be determined simply by the initial particle temperature and energy. The timescales for flaming and smoldering ignition after the
particle impacts the fuel are also different. Flaming ignition was observed in the gas phase and
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typically occurred on the order of 10-100ms. The initiation of a smoldering independent of the
particle took time on the order of 100-1000s and propagated on the surface and inside of the fuel.
The results presented here provide a basic understanding of spot fire and spot smolder ignition of
biomass/natural fuels by hot metal particles and provide data for verification of theoretical models
of this relevant ignition process.
The effects of parameters such as those related to the fuel (chemical composition, moisture
content, & morphology), the particle (metal oxidation reactions, & interactions with other particles/accumulation), ambient conditions (air flow, humidity & temperatures) all contribute towards
determining the conditions required for FI and SI and thus will affect the ignition boundaries reported here. However, the problem is complex and must be studied in a parametric fashion. There
are still aspects of this ignition process that still need to be studied. Many of the parameters, mentioned above, and processes that where not studied here, such as smoldering to flaming transition,
should be investigated.
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